A change of flux
Replace synthetic cryolite with Bath Material

BathCO

A massive mismatch
Aluminium smelters in China consume exorbitant amounts of
synthetic cryolite which costs up to USD 1,000 DDP1 per metric
ton. Typically, they use 11.3 tons of synthetic cryolite to produce
1,000 tons of aluminium. Smelters in the West deploy less than
0.7 tons of synthetic cryolite per 1,000 tons of aluminium, so they
spend roughly 16 times less money for flux than their Chinese
counterparts. Expressed in monetary terms, this is equivalent to
USD 10,000 spent on flux in the East versus about USD 300 in the
West for every 1,000 tons of primary aluminium output.

The bottom line
Pure tapped Bath Material costs considerably less than
synthetic cryolite and much less of it is needed to start
pots and keep them running. Chinese smelters pay about
16 times more for flux than their Western competitors.

Why?
Chinese smelters have a cost-side disadvantage versus their
Western counterparts because 95% of the plants in the West do
not use expensive synthetic cryolite for starting up pots. They
use pure tapped Bath Material plus small amounts of soda ash to
manage the cryolite ratio.
Also, Western smelters use pure tapped Bath Material instead of
synthetic cryolite to compensate for ongoing fluoride losses in
a cell. This is a much less expensive option, which also has the
added benefit of increasing pot life!
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How Bath Material is extracted
A number of Western aluminium smelters continuously produce a surplus of valuable Bath Material because of the high
concentration of sodium in their alumina and the efficient gas
scrubbing technologies they use. Bath Material is composed
of up to 80% of Na3AlF6 plus about 11% AlF3 and 4.5% CaF2. In
its molten form floating in the pot, this pure Bath Material is
periodically tapped off to regulate pot fill levels and control the
electrical resistance of the electrolyte.
The tapped Bath Material is poured into bins where it is cooled
and then ground to specific grain sizes ranging from powder
grades to a gravel-like granularity.

Tapping of Pure Bath in a modern pre-bake smelter in Southern Africa

A comparative analysis
Constituent

Synthetic cryolite

Pure tapped Bath Material

Na3AlF6

97%

77 to 80%

AlF3

Needs to be added

11%

CaF2

Needs to be added

4.5%

Al2O3

Needs to be added

4%

Soda ash

Not needed

Needed for preheating/startup

The comparison shows that pure tapped Bath Material is virtually identical to synthetic cryolite and with minor additions can
replace it without any degradation of chemical functionality.
Smelters that purchase synthetic cryolite need to add AlF3, CaF2,
and other additives to their cells to make the process work. These
constituents are already integrated in pure tapped Bath Material.

How Bath Material is used
Topping up the flux
In a running pot, Bath Material can be used in exactly the same
way as synthetic cryolite because it has the same composition
as the electrolyte in the cell. In fact, the use of Bath Material
enhances the stability of the pot and saves power in comparison with the use of synthetic cryolite. And because Bath
Material contains fewer impurities than synthetic cryolite,
the quality of the primary aluminium is measurably better.
Moreover, the use of Bath Material increases the service life of
the shell.
Starting a new cell
Typically, a new cell is started by filling the void between
the anode and the side blocks with pure tapped Bath Material. A mixture of soda and Bath Material is then added.
The ratio depends on the size of the pot and the excess AlF3
in the electrolyte. Within the first 24 hours, the NaF/AlF3
ratio (cryolite ratio) must rise to between 1.4 and 1.5. Finally,
sheet metal strips and insulating pads are placed across the gaps
between the anodes. The preheating profile has a significant impact on the life of the pot. A coarse Bath Material grain size provides the best temperature distribution and outperforms finegrain synthetic cryolite.

Case studies
Bath Material in running operations
A medium-sized smelter in the Middle East that produces about
250,000 tons of primary aluminium a year typically purchased
5,000 tons of synthetic cryolite on an annual basis. After a meeting
with Bathco, the production manager decided to replace a large
portion of the cryolite with Bath Material. The only change involved
was a slightly different composition of electrolyte additives. This
smelter saves about USD 1.6 million per annum.
Bath Material for startups
After it had heard encouraging reports about the use of Bath Material from other smelters, a newly established Indian operation based
on the Chinese GAMI technology decided to start up using 15,000
metric tons of Bath Material instead of using synthetic cryolite.
This represented savings of about USD 6 million. The startup was
successful and the plant is running smoothly, producing some
245,000 metric tons of aluminium.

The bottom line
Bath Material can be used in exactly the same way as synthetic cryolite. The usage of Bath Material enhances the
pot-stability and by this improves current efficiency. Also
it extends the average potlife. When starting a new cell,
coarse Bath Material provides the best heat distribution
during preheating. This way, the ramming paste is calcinated
more evenly than with fine-grain synthetic cryolite.

Tap into savings potentials
Bathco makes it easy for plants using prebake or Söderberg
technology to switch from synthetic cryolite to pure tapped
Bath Material – without any negative operational consequences
whatsoever, but with huge potential savings.
Be it a startup situation or the first-time replacement of cryolite
with Bath Material, customers can expect Bathco to provide
sound counsel and technical support. Our experienced potroom
engineers accompany the customer’s technical team during
the startup phase or in the transition period to assure process
reliability and eliminate risks. And, of course, we can supply the
necessary amounts of Bath Material for both scenarios.
Bathco also leverages its extensive smelting industry expertise
by solving problems encountered with respect to Bath Material
quality in large, modern plants. In cases where smelters generate Bath Material as a consequence of the sodium concentration
in the alumina, the right quality allows them to become selfsufficient or even produce a surplus as a marketable commodity.
In both cases, the savings are tangible.

Coarse grain-size Bath Material

What customers say
“Before we started working with Bathco, we typically tapped Bath
Material out of our pots and then added fresh cryolite to restore
the chemical balance. This practice was eliminated when Bathco
showed us how to add Bath Material or AlF3 to achieve the same
effect. This also solved our Bath Material disposal problem.” A.M.,
purchasing manager, Germany.
“Despite our fairly tightly controlled prebake technology, our smelter
failed to produce adequate amounts of Bath Material and we were
compelled to regularly purchase cryolite to keep the process stable.
Bathco assisted us in optimizing operations, and now, we produce excess Bath Material that we can sell.” P.Y., senior engineer,
Australia.

Fine grain-size Bath Material

About us
Bathco is the world’s only company dedicated exclusively to the
market for Bath Material. As a neutral player in the business, we
can finalize contracts with any counterparty anywhere and thus
balance supply and demand on a global scale.
Because Bathco collaborates with a large community of smelters
that sell their surplus Bath Material as a secondary business,
we can guarantee timely delivery and benchmark quality at all
times. Thanks to their strong industry backgrounds, Bathco’s
staff members are thoroughly familiar with aluminium smelting
technologies and the market.
Our in-depth experience allows us to analyze, understand, and
solve virtually any problem in aluminium production processes.
Bathco’s primary objective is to assist customers in optimizing
their processes and reducing their operating costs. We customize
our service and support to the specific needs of each plant and
assure fully transparent pricing. Thanks to latest-generation
logistics, we are responsive and flexible.
We offer both short- and long-term contracts for generators and
consumers of Bath Material as well as other electrolyte-related
materials.
Let Bathco help you successfully and cost-effectively switch
from synthetic cryolite to Bath Material. We will personally
guide you through the startup or transition phase and train
your personnel on site.
We look forward to the privilege of hearing from you!
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Bathco continuously strives for excellence in all its activities.
Our main objective is to be a flexible, lean and focused business
partner. Bathco conducts its business according to the highest
ethical standards. We are committed to ecological sustainability,
good corporate citizenship, and the health and safety of employees, contractors, and customers.

